
2D Model Based Fae Reognition/AuthentiationShuang CuiMay 23, 20071 IntrodutionFae reognition has beome the most popularresearh area in omputer vision and appliationin reent years. The nature of the problem hasnot only attrated siene researhers but alsofasinated neurosientists and psyhologists[8℄.It is the omputer vision researh provides usefulinsights to neurosientists and psyhologists intohow human brain works, and vie versa.2D Fae reognition is to identify one or morefaes from still images or a video images withfae stored in a sene by omparing input im-ages with fae stored in a database. Typially,human faes are similar in struture exept lit-tle di�erenes from person to person. They allbelong to one lass �human fae�. Furthermore,when taken a piture of human fae, the faespae is ommonly represented as priniple om-ponent that embed in the high dimensional im-age spae. In theory, by determine the numberof degrees of freedom within the fae spae, andextrat the prinipal modes of the omponentshould give us the fae spae. In pratie, dueto sensor noise, the signal usually will have anon-zero omponent outside of the fae spae[2℄.This introdues unertainty into the model andrequires algebrai and statistial tehniques.2 Overview of Fae Reogni-tion Tehniques2.1 Priniple Component AnalysisIn 1991 Kirby and Sirovih [4℄ proposed a faeimage analysis and representation using Prin-iple Component Analysis (PCA)[3℄. The �rstappliation of PCA to fae reognition is de-veloped by Turk and Pentland[7℄ alled �Eigen-faes�. Sine the basis vetors onstruted byPCA had the same dimension as the input faeimages, there were named �Eigenfaes�[6℄ Figure

1 shows an example of the mean fae and a fewof the top Eigenfaes.
Figure 1: Eigenfae[6℄: average fae on the left,followed by 7 top eigenfaesAfter subtrating the mean fae from all the faeimages, every fae image was projeted into theprinipal subspae; the oe�ients of the PCAexpansion were averaged for eah subjet, result-ing in a single k-dimensional representation ofthat subjet. When a test image was projetedinto the subspae, Eulidean distanes betweenits oe�ient vetor and those representing eahsubjet were omputed[6℄. Depending on thedistane to the subjet for whih this distanewould be minimized, and the PCA reonstru-tion error, the image was lassi�ed as belongingto one of the familiar subjets, as a new fae, oras non-fae.2.2 FisherfaesSine PCA tehnique selet a subspae whih re-tains most of the variation, onsequently the sim-ilarity in the fae spae is not neessarily deter-mined by the identity. Belhumeur[10℄ proposeda algorithm that alled �Fisherfaes� an applia-tion of Fisher's Linear Disriminate(FLD).The Fisherfaes algorithm �rst redues the di-mensionality of the data with PCA so that it anbe omputed, and then applies FLD to furtherredue the dimensionality to m - 1. The reog-nition is then aomplished by a NN lassi�er inthis �nal subspae. In the experiment[10℄ showedthat �sher fae algorithm outperformed the PCAalgorithm on data sets ontaining frontal fae im-ages of 5 people with drasti lighting variationsand another set with faes of 16 people withvarying expressions and again drasti illumina-tion hanges.1



Figure 2: The left images is an image from theYale Database of person wearing a glasses. Theright image is the Fisherfae used for determin-ing if a person is wearing glasses2.3 Bayesian MethodsIn Bayesian formulation (1), proposed byMoghaddam [1℄, it asts the standard fae reog-nition task, that is an m-ary lassi�ation prob-lem for m individuals, into a binary pattern las-si�ation problem. It present a probabilisti sim-ilarity measure based on the Bayesian belief thatthe image intensity di�erene, denote ∆ = I1 −
I2are harateristi of typial variations in ap-pearane of an individual[1℄. It partiular de�netwo lasses of faial image variations. Intraper-sonal variations ΩIoresponde to di�erent faialexpressions of the same individual. Extraper-sonal variations ΩEorresponde to variations be-tween di�erent individuals. The densities of bothlasses are modeled as high-dimensional Gaus-sian using an PCA-based method. The maxi-mum likelihood is used to math the fae imageto its lass.
S(△) = P (ΩI |∆) = P (∆|ΩI)P (ΩI )

P (∆|ΩI)P (ΩI )+P (∆|ΩE)P (ΩE)Bayesian formaulation(1)One analysis is presented in [11℄ evaluated PCA,LDA and Bayesian mathing as �uni�ed� un-der a 3 parameter subspae approah and om-pared in terms of performane. The experi-mental studies in the paper[9℄ and a lot of re-ent years papers have shown that the Bayesianmathing tehnique out-performs LDA. How-ever, sine Bayesian formulation is probabilistiwhih seems making no appeal for geometry orthe symmetry of the underlying data.In a lot of reent researhes, it tends to use indi-vidual fae's distinguishable landmarks, suh asdistane between eyes, width of nose, depth ofeye sokets, heekbones, jaw line, hin to iden-tify a fae image. The result is a little betterthan the method desribed above. However, forevery algorithm there is some shortness. For ex-ample, a fae image whih taken from the side

do not have some of the feature that are requirefor reognition in some algorithms whih laimswork better than Eigenfae.2.4 Fae Reognition Using LineEdge MapTakae proposed a method whih using ompleteapproah as Yossi's approah. It make use ofedge maps to measure the similarity of fae im-age. The faes were enoded into binary edgemaps using Sobel edge detetion algorithm. Thesimilarity of the two point sets is measured us-ing Hausdor� distane, for example, the edgemaps of two faes, beause the Hausdor� dis-tane an be alulated without an expliit pair-ing of points on their respetive data sets.3 Uses of fae reognitionFae reognition has been used in some areas,suh as biometri authentiation, law enfore-ment tools whih use the system to apture ran-dom faes from rowds.In January 2000[9℄, Tampa Bay polie imple-mented a new tehnology alled �faeit� duringthe super bowl game in Ameria. It takes a snap-shots of faes from the rowd to be ompared toa database of riminal mugshots. It found 19people with pending arrest warrants.One of the most innovative uses of fae reogni-tion was employed by the Mexian governmentto remove dupliate voter registrations[5℄. Of-�ials an searh through faial images in thevoter database for dupliates at the time of regis-tration. New images are ompared to the reordsalready on �le to ath those who attempt to reg-ister under aliases.In onlusion, the fae reognition has been themost disussed researh in reent years. Despite,a lot of algorithm has been proposed, there areno single algorithm an outperform every otheralgorithms in every kind test with a fast speed.The Priniple omponent analysis and LinearDisriminant Analysis still being widely used bya lot of fae reognition appliations. However,improved fae reognition algorithm has been de-veloped. Some of the algorithms an reognize3d fae images as well as video fae images. Allurrent fae reognition algorithms fail under thevastly varying onditions whih humans need toand are able to identify other people. Next gen-eration person reognition systems will need to2
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